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How Smart Succession
Planning Can Separate a Law
Firm
No longer can �rms bury their heads in the sand, hoping that
succession planning will sort itself out.
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Many of the largest and most pro�table �rms today have been built on the backs of

entrepreneurial lawyers who prospered within a live-and-let-live culture that

rewarded them handsomely for winning top client business. Those lawyers—often

thriving on a sort of maverick persona—served as sole relationship partners for their

clients, which typically accounted for a sizeable portion of the �rm’s overall revenue.

In recent years, though, as client problems have grown increasingly complex and

multifaceted, the client service model has evolved from disaggregated, solo gurus to

broader, cross-practice teams. Many �rms are unprepared for this shift, as senior

partners inch toward retirement with no real client succession plan in place.

Clients care deeply about succession planning–whether or not they reveal it directly

to their client relationship partner. Clients increasingly demand direct access to the

right experts to help solve tough business problems by leveraging insights from

across other clients and industries. This form of integrated client service that

incorporates multiple generations and a layering of expertise is what has been

referred to as smart collaboration. It is instrumental in helping clients achieve a

continuity of service, even when the senior partner moves on.

Ensures continuity. It is common to �nd that over half of a �rm’s revenue is

generated from clients whose relationships are managed or controlled by

partners who are at least 60 years old. (Have you even analyzed your data

this way?) This concentration of the �rm’s �nancial livelihood in the hands of

senior partners poses substantial risk to �rms if relationships aren’t

expanded to other partners and smoothly transitioned to successors.

O�ers superior client service. The major driver for law �rms to develop a

succession plan is client demand for superior service. Clients expect their

�rms to be forward-thinking, collaborative and innovative when it comes to

tackling their business problems. This level of service requires a pipeline of

talented lawyers who understand clients’ speci�c issues and people—often

from multiple perspectives. Establishing and articulating a sound succession

plan sends a clear message to clients that the �rm is looking to its future,

putting the building blocks in place to adapt to changes, meet the needs of

clients, transition relationships and continue its legacy.
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Creates stickier clients. Beyond better client service, strategic succession

management ultimately creates longer-

lasting client relationships. Client

loyalty is already under considerable

strain in the face of greater pressure

for operational e�ciency and

innovation. Senior rainmakers and

relationship partners need to develop

a pipeline to understand and satisfy

the changing demands of next-

generation clients. Our research

reveals that when clients are served by a single partner, 72% say they’d

consider moving their business to a competitor if their relationship partner

departed. In contrast, for those served by multiple partners, the proportion

of at-risk clients drops to a mere 10%. This �nding may strike you as common

sense. But when we analyze many �rms’ portfolios, we �nd that a typical law

�rm has 75% of its client portfolio served by a single partner. Again, have you

run the numbers in your �rm?

O�ers young partners and exceptional talent room to grow. Too many

�rms are top heavy, with senior partners hoarding work and reluctant to

share access to their client relationships. Frustrated millennials and young

partners are more likely to leave their �rm when they hit an impenetrable

glass ceiling. So, by putting a succession plan in place, �rms are better able to

engage and retain up-and-coming talent by giving them space to grow

professionally. Plus,younger people’s expertise, which may be closer to the

client’s own customer base.

Challenges to Overcome

Too big to tackle. Succession planning can be tricky to implement as �rms

struggle to e�ectively address client transition. The ancillary issues

surrounding succession are signi�cant, overwhelming and (for transitioning
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partners) emotional. The real obstacle is how to strategically execute since

�rms often struggle with decision paralysis and inaction.

Fear, anxiety and identity crisis. Given how much time lawyers spend on

their career, their identities are closely tied to their professional success—

often with little room or desire to pursue other interests. Consequently,

experienced partners fearfully guard their client relationships, which served

as a foundation for their professional achievement. Many resist giving away

their hard-earned clients, particularly to juniors who, in their minds, expect

such opportunities without having to do the hard work of �nding and landing

new clients. These complicated and sensitive dynamics can wreak havoc at all

levels of the �rm if not carefully managed.

Culture and compensation systems. Firm cultures and pro�ts now rely

heavily on stars. In many �rms, compensation models encourage and reward

control over client relationships by top partners on the accounts – while

others are not rewarded for nurturing and expanding client relationships.

This focus on individual stars at the expense of collaboration results in

partners lacking con�dence in their �rm’s future, a�nity to the collective

values, or a strong commitment to assuring their �rm’s legacy into the next

generation.

Start Soon

By addressing succession management as part of the natural talent life cycle as soon

as lawyers advance to the partnership, client transitions simply become part of how

the �rm manages its business. This approach helps partners focus on the future

upside, which runs counter to typical human psychology. Daniel Kahneman, a Nobel

Prize-winning behavioral economist, developed prospect theory, which shows that

people pay more attention to losses than gains. This helps to explain why �rms need

to help partners reframe and destigmatize their upcoming retirement: from “giving

up control” to “building a legacy.”
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Putting a retirement plan in place encourages partners to actually retire. As one

former Am Law 25 partner said, “When I turned 60 and was looking forward to

becoming a director at a major philanthropy, life after Big Law felt like less of an

identity assault.”

Much to many lawyers’ surprise, though, those other roles take much longer to

develop than they expect—and lawyers’ skills aren’t the ones most in demand by

boards these days. A recent survey of 5,000 corporate directors published in the

Harvard Business Review showed that 69% believe they’re already above average or

excellent at compliance, the area among the respondents’ 15 top strategic

challenges where lawyers might be best placed to assist.

One experienced corporate non-executive director who has served on multiple

boards’ search committees said that even lawyers who have had signi�cant board-

level exposure often over-estimate their potential value as directors because they

lack large-scale, hands-on operational experience. Her experience suggests that the

most attractive ex-lawyer candidates are those who invest at least �ve years after

leaving their partnership to build managerial and leadership skills, for example in a

private equity �rm. All this evidence points to the need for �rms to equip their

partners with perspective and options, starting with some early planning.

One example comes from White & Case, which instituted an innovative program to

proactively address its partners’ transitions. Starting �ve years before a partner

reaches typical retirement age, the �rm begins a series of formal, annual

conversations with every partner to discuss their professional expectations for the

coming years. This dialogue not only prompts the necessary self-re�ection, but also

allows the individual to start taking steps toward reaching his or her objectives.

Furthermore, knowledge of the partner’s intentions helps White & Case to plan for

how to transition client work smoothly, e�ectively and proactively. White & Case has

also created a client council, with senior partners acting as an advisory board for

lead client partners.

According to White & Case’s chairman, Hugh Verrier:
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The client council is not just authorizing the lead partners to
build and broaden the team serving the clients. It acts also as a
mechanism to monitor and help. The members give the bene�t
of experience, thoughts, advice. And, to give the process some
teeth, the council also gives input on compensation for the lead
partners.

If the council notices succession issues within the key client program, it intervenes to

guide the transition. It actually has the power to change the lead partners, although

this option has rarely been used. Instead, the council works with the lead client

partners to encourage them to promote a proactive, smooth succession. Although

still in its early stages, the program has so far been successful by combining advice

and accountability.

Next Steps

No longer can �rms bury their heads in the sand, hoping that succession planning

will sort itself out without �rmwide interventions. The evidence is clear: Firms that

prioritize their succession management strategy set the stage for long-term

prosperity for all generations of lawyers, their clients, and the �rm itself. The second

article in our two-part series will feature 10 nuts-and-bolts steps for �rms eager to

get started on revamping their client succession approach.
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